The new Second Stadium at Katy ISD is forward-looking in many ways, and will be a safe, inspiring, and beloved community venue for many years to come. This presentation will share highlights of the master plan and design, and will focus on the Safety and Security Concepts employed in the process. This project will be one of the first high school stadiums in the US to achieve an NCS4 SESA Designation — that stands for “National Center for Spectator Sports Safety & Security – Sports Event Security Aware”. This is a new agency and a new process that are addressing key issues and integration between facility design and operations.
PROGRAM:
The Next Generation of a High School Stadium – Katy ISD

CHECK-IN:
Members and guests must check in at the front office. Student guides will be made available to assist guests to the gymnasium after check-in.

PARKING:
Members and guests may park on the adjacent property at DHA. There is a gate that will allow access to the Heights Primary site. We will be meeting in the gymnasium.

DATE: NOVEMBER 18, 2015
TIME: 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM
LOCATION: UPLIFT HEIGHTS PREPARATORY
2202 CALYPSO STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS 75212
(see below and map for parking instructions)

PARKING: AVAILABLE ON ADJACENT PROPERTY
DHA – 3939 NORTH HAMPTON ROAD

LEARNING UNITS: AIA
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Patrick Glenn – President
O. Wayne Reynaud – Vice President
Briar Glenn – Programs
Wade Wimbish – Treasurer
Jorden Dial – Secretary
Kelly Horn – Past President
Thom Campbell – Membership
Keith Anderson – Communication
Ray Stringer – Impact Award
Tom Bell – Chapter Advisor
Anne Hildenbrand – Emerging Professionals
Brandon Boyter – Media
Beverly Fornof – Emerging Professionals